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ABSTRACT 
 

Context: Knowledge is the major aspect of an organization which enables the enterprise to be 
more productive and to deliver the high complexity services. Knowledge management plays a 
key role in agile software development because it supports cultural infrastructure esteems like 
collaboration, communication, and knowledge transfer. This research aims to explore how 
organizations that adopts Agile Software Development (ASD) implement knowledge 
management utilizing practices that supports the key process areas. Several knowledge 
management maturity models have been proposed over a decade ago but not all of the models 
that is specially stated knowledge Management Maturity Model (KMMM) for Agile software 
development. To fulfil this research gap, we introduce the maturity model which emphasize 
knowledge management in ASD among the practitioners. This maturity model helps to assess 
their knowledge management in organization and provides a road map to the organizations for 
any further improvement required in their processes.  
 
Objectives: In this thesis, we investigate the key process areas of knowledge management 
maturity models that could support agile software development. Through investigation about the 
key process areas, we found that the organizations should emphasis on key process areas and its 
practices in order to improve the software process. The objectives of this research include: 

 Explore the key process areas and practices of knowledge management in the knowledge 
management maturity models.  

 Identify the views of practitioners on knowledge management practices and key process 
areas for Agile software development.  

 To propose the maturity model for Knowledge management in Agile software development 
among the practitioner’s opinions.   

 
Methods: In this research, we conducted two methods: Systematic mapping and Survey to fulfil 
our aim and objectives.  We conducted Systematic mapping study through the snowballing 
process to investigate empirical literature about Knowledge management maturity models. To 
triangulate the systematic mapping results, we conducted a survey. From the survey results, we 
obtained the responses and were analyzed statistically using descriptive statistics. 
 
Results: From Systematic mapping, we identified 18 articles and analyzed 24 practices of 
Knowledge management maturity models.  These practices are indicated in key process areas 
such as process, people, technology. Through the systematic mapping results, 9 KM practices 
that were found from KMMM literature were listed in the survey questionnaire and answered by 
software engineering practitioners. Moreover, 5 other new practices for agile have suggested in 
the survey that was not found in KMMM literature. To address the systematic mapping and 
survey results, we propose the maturity model which emphasize knowledge management 
practices in ASD among the practitioners. 
 
Conclusions: This thesis lists the main elements of practices that are utilized by the 
organization and also show the usage of maturity levels at each practice in detail. Furthermore, 
this thesis helps the organization's to assess the current levels of maturity that exist to each 
practice in a real process. Hence, the researchers can utilize the model from this thesis and 
further they can improve their Km in organizations.  
 
Keywords: Knowledge Management, Maturity Models, Agile software development. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Software plays a significant role of our day to day life and its impact is rising constantly on 
products that should be more reliable and productivity[1]. Software development is a knowledge 
intensive task which allows project success and relies on the developer’s knowledge and their 
experiences[2]. In software Engineering, Knowledge management is an important aspect for 
agile teams which leads to enhance the agile software development[3] . Knowledge is 
considered as the key competitive advantage of organizations [3] . 

The fundamental objective of knowledge management is to enhance the organizational 
performance by utilizing the collective knowledge in an organization[4] .Since software 
development is knowledge intensive, the success of software development heavily depends on 
identifying, managing and adapting knowledge needs of the organization to developing software 
products and services[5].The knowledge is embedded within many entities in an organization 
including the organization’s culture, policies, documents, rules, regulation, and members 
themselves[6], [7]. The organization has gained advantages by implementing different 
knowledge management activities and make sure to develop their knowledge management and 
gain benefits to sustain in the software industry.   

The goals of knowledge activities need to be evaluated and make essential changes if required 
to make the knowledge successful in the organizations. Few knowledge management maturity 
models exist to assess and evaluate the level/performance of the organization[4] [6]. Applying 
knowledge management brings the benefit of sharing the experience between the project and the 
product levels, building trust and avoiding making previous mistakes.  By knowing how to 
manage the knowledge management it would be useful for team learning and make different 
ways to improve the process [8]. 

Knowledge management maturity models are designed to improve and encourage knowledge 
management practices in an organization and to drive long-term corporate development[6].The 
effectiveness of knowledge management can be clearly defined, managed, controlled in an 
organization by identifying the key process areas [6]. Maturity could be defined by few models 
such as CMMI-DEV and ISO/IEC 15504, in software development which could strengthen the 
need to manage, establish and measure the process. Agile software development methodologies 
have introduced best practices into software development.  However, to be successful we need 
to adapt and monitor those agile practices to gain the maximum amount of benefits for a 
company[9]. The agile maturity means encouraging activities such as communication, 
collaboration, commitment, care and sharing the values etc 

Agile Software Development stresses the importance of continuous improvement according to 
the changing business environment [3]. Knowledge management plays the key role in agile 
organizations, because[3]: 1) agile organizations had supported cultural infrastructure esteems 
like collaboration, communication and knowledge transfer, 2)  knowledge management is tied 
with learning and ASD establish an organization that encourages learning and creation process.  

By applying knowledge management concept in an agile software development there would be 
a benefit of sharing the past experience of the project/product related and avoid doing mistakes 
and by  interacting  with the  team members it would help the team to build up trust and 
communication would be easier in further. knowledge is the organizational resource that allows 
the organization to develop activities and leads to  improvement and innovation.   By knowing 
how to manage the knowledge management it would be useful for team learning and make 
different ways to improve the process[8]. 
 
This thesis emphases on identifying the practices of key process areas in knowledge 
management maturity model literature after that we conduct an industrial survey with the 
practitioners working on Agile software development. The primary reason is that many of the 
authors have addressed on knowledge management maturity models, but not many of authors 
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focuses on Knowledge management maturity for ASD. Moreover, we conducted survey with 
agile practitioners to validate and analyze the outcomes which carried through systematic 
mapping study. Finally, Finally, we propose the Maturity model for knowledge management in 
ASD through systematic mapping and Survey.. 

1.1 RESEARCH AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
The aim is to explore  key process areas of knowledge management maturity model literature 
that could support for agile software development. Therefore, the following objectives will help 
us to fulfil the aim of this research.  
 
OB1: Explore the key process areas and practices of knowledge management in the knowledge 
management maturity models. 
OB2: Identify the views of practitioners on knowledge management practices for Agile 
software development.  
OB3: To propose the knowledge management maturity model for Agile software development 
based on the practitioner’s opinions.   
 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we have provided background 
knowledge about the neighbouring fields. Research methodology that is used to carry out this 
study is detailed in section 3. Results and analysis of systematic mapping In section 4 and 
survey results and analysis   presented in section 5. Section 6 provides a brief discussion on the 
findings, finally, section 7 provides a conclusion and presents the future work.  
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

2.1 KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
According to Torgeir and Dingsøyr and Reidar and Conradi the term “knowledge” is defined as 
“awareness or familiarity gained by experience (of a person, fact, or thing)”, “persons range of 
information”, “specific information; facts or intelligence about something”, or “a theoretical or 
practical understanding of a subject” [10]. Knowledge can be two types tacit and explicit. 
According to Nonaka, explicit knowledge is stored in textbooks, software products and 
documents; implicit/tacit knowledge is stored in the minds of people in the form of memory, 
skills, experience, education, imagination and creativity. Knowledge is categorized as implicit, 
explicit, individual and collective knowledge. Most of the knowledge in organizations is either 
tacit or explicit. However, it is known that the biggest challenge for Knowledge Management 
(KM) is to transfer tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is hard to 
recognize and manage[3] 
 
Davenport has defined knowledge management as ‘‘A method that simplifies the process of 
sharing, distributing, creating, capturing and understanding of a company’s 
knowledge”[11].Knowledge management could be procedures, process, set of policies and 
technologies that helps to create, share, apply, transfer and enhance\increase the use of the 
knowledge in companies\organizations[5]. 
 
According to I.Rus, M.Lindvall & S.Sinha, the usage of knowledge management 
implementation in organizations has lightened since the year 1990. Many industries had adopted 
knowledge management since 1990 in connection with computer technologies, facilitated by 
development in areas such as the Internet, group support systems, search engines, portals, data 
and knowledge warehouses, and the application of statistical analysis and AI techniques [5] 
 
Despres, Charles and Chauvel, Daniele states ”The purpose of knowledge management is to 
enhance organizational performance by explicitly designing and implementing tools, processes, 
systems, structures, and cultures to improve the creation, sharing, and use of different types of 
knowledge that are critical for decision-making”[12]  
 
knowledge management emphasis on knowledge flows and process of knowledge creation, 
sharing, applying and distributing the knowledge. The organization as knowledge system 
consists of knowledge process that promotes the flow of knowledge between individuals and 
groups within the organization, consisting of four main steps: i.e. creation, storage, transfer, 
apply [13]. 
 
Knowledge Creation: knowledge in an organization can be created by considering four modes 
such as socialization, externalization, internalization, and combination[13]. 
 
Socialization: The transformation of implicit/ tacit knowledge to new implicit knowledge is 

known as socialization. This tacit knowledge transformation is done between of 
each individual in the organizations, since transferring the tacit knowledge is 
quite difficult tacit knowledge can be converted through having interactions, 
discussions between each individual employee, brainstorming session, sharing 
the experience and practices etc. 

Externalization: It is a replica of conversion between tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge. 
The tacit knowledge transforms into explicit knowledge with the utilization of 
models, theories, depictions, drawings, presentations etc.  

Internalization: The conversion of explicit to tacit is known as internalization. This type of 
conversion happens while learning and understanding the consequences of the 
study. 
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Combination: The combination of different types of explicit knowledge is known as a 
combination, it combines and connects current knowledge with newly existed 
knowledge. The new knowledge might come from the experience of the person. 

 
Knowledge Storage 
It is necessary to store the knowledge which is created. There might be a chance to lose the 
track of gained knowledge. So, the knowledge in organization could be stored in form of 
knowledge repository that includes (databases, reports, documents) etc. so that individuals can 
have chance to use and access whenever needed. 
 
Knowledge Transfer 
Knowledge transfer means to convey and to diffuse knowledge among different organizations 
or within one organization.  Knowledge transfer can be done through communication with each 
other or having daily interaction etc. Through knowledge transfer we can have a benefit of 
improving by developing the activities of products and process, problem-solving. 
 
Knowledge Application 
The knowledge must be applied in an organization which have been gained instead of storing it 
in memory etc. 
 
“Knowledge passes through different modes of conversion, which makes the knowledge more 
refined and spreads it across different layers in an organization”[14]. Knowledge has been 
recognized as an asset of organizations. Knowledge management can increase organizational 
performance, improve quality of service, and sustain competitive advantage Currently 
organizations widely apply knowledge management to improve knowledge in their 
companies[15]. To utilize knowledge for organizations’ competitiveness, it is important to know 
the factors that affect knowledge management. F. Hasanali stated that the success of the 
implementation of knowledge management depends on many factors, for example, leadership, 
culture, structure, roles and responsibilities, information technology infrastructures, and 
measurement[15] 
 

2.1.1 Knowledge Management Maturity Models 
Kulkarni and Louis states that managing the knowledge assets and using them effectively with 
advance performance is the major degree of organization for knowledge management maturity. 
Organization which describes the growth of which it has been expecting can be described 
through knowledge management[6].  
 
The necessity to have a clear-cut road map for any organization that deprives on knowledge 
management are being derived by the maturity models. The major benefit is it provides a clear 
vision with a description path. Various stakeholders can gain knowledge of the common 
terminologies using maturity models[16]. The purpose of the maturity model is it provides a 
way for organizations to improve knowledge management efficiently and characterize the 
growth of the company[6].  
 
Knowledge management maturity models states that general understanding of the terminologies 
which had involved in knowledge management for different stakeholders in an organization. 
The goal of knowledge management is to differ from various seeking best practices.  
Knowledge management which facilitates continuous improvement for innovation in business 
process, people and technologies of knowledge creation to improve stakeholder relationship 
management[17].Knowledge sharing, and knowledge management capability are few fields in 
which we gain knowledge through knowledge management maturity[6].  
 
Knowledge management maturity through its application can guide us regarding the knowledge 
management implementation, Robinson et al (2006) states Maturity models could come in 
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handy to organizations to restructure an implement knowledge management and to benchmark 
their implementation efforts[6], [16].  
 
Related Work 
Ying Teah and kankanhalli [18]compares and integrates with existing KMMM to suggest a 
General KMMM (G-KMMM) which consider and evaluating the key areas of People, process 
and technology in the form of Knowledge management development in organizations.  
 
Ehms and, Langen [19]proposed a KMMM by keeping the requirements of siemens AG. The 
model states that five levels as Initial, repeated, defined, managed and optimizing also 
assessment methodology was considered. The model also identifies eight key areas in analysis 
model such as strategy, knowledge goals, Environment and partnership, People and 
competencies, Collaboration and culture, Leadership and support, Knowledge structures and 
forms, Technology and infrastructure, Processes and organization roles.  
 
Jiankang, kun [6]examined a basic characteristic of KMMM and generally compared with key 
process areas as well as maturity levels. This model provides the key process areas of maturity 
model but not build the practices of each key process area.  
 
Kulkarni and Freeze [20]developed a new framework for Knowledge management capability 
Assessment model (KMCA) to resolve the capability levels of each organization in different key 
areas in knowledge such as expertise, lessons learned, knowledge documents and data.  
 
Kuriakose et al [16]proposed a Knowledge management maturity model for 
performing/accomplishing the possible ways of knowledge management and each of the 
maturity model might have strengths and inadequacies. This paper describes all the existing 
knowledge management maturity models and proposes a new model by terminating the 
inadequacies from the existing maturity models. The proposed model by the author can be 
adopted by every organizations in which the paper mainly incorporates some of key Areas like 
people, process, technology, knowledge etc.. Finally, authors choose these key areas based on 
intention that propose model should be applicable to every organization, should be flexible for 
further improvement, and eliminate their inadequacies. So, each key process has their own 
characteristics[16]. 
 

2.2 AGILE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
Cockburn defines "Agile software development methods as the use of light-but-sufficient rules 
of project behaviour and the use of human- and communication-oriented rules"[21]. Number of 
organizations which have been trying to implement agile methods to deal with software 
developments has been increased since agile manifesto was published in 2001.The agile 
transformation is an organization change, companies are trying to find out ways to adopt agile 
methods through existing ways which can be considered, or which have same characteristics 
such as theirs [22]Most of the Software companies and organizations had adopted agile 
methodology which enables for practices, principles that are helping to develop the software 
product quickly, high quality and customer satisfaction [23]. ASD methodologies are accepted 
and widely used in organizations because of their benefits and characteristics. 
 
Several software development methods are obtained in the industries, but in general we found 
some of the methods that states in the empirical literature " [21], [24], [25]  
 

 Extreme Programming (XP) 
 Scrum 
 The Crystal Methods 
 Feature Driven Development (FDD) 
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 Lean Development (LD) 
 Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM) 
 Agile Modelling (AM) 

  
According to Fontana, Rafaela Mantovani[9] in  states that many agile methods have been 
proposed since past few years in which many of the methods are towards people-focused, 
communication-oriented, flexible, speedy, lean, responsive and learning-oriented. Whereas the 
agile manifesto discovers these characteristic and have brought many changes in the software 
industry which incorporates various software methods, tools, techniques and best practice [9].  
 
Agile manifesto: 

“We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it.     
According to  this work we have come to values” [26], [27]The following Features of agile 
manifesto   are described as below: 

 Individuals and interactions over processes and tools 
 Working software over comprehensive documentation 
 Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 
 Responding to change over following a plan” 

 
The agile manifesto is based up on 12 principles. They are listed as follows[26]. 

1. Our highest priority is satisfied the customer through early and continuous delivery of 
valuable software 

2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness 
change for the customer's competitive advantage. 

3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a 
preference to the shorter timescale. 

4. Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project. 
5. Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support they 

need and trust them to get the job done. 
6. The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a 

development team is face-to-face conversation. 
7. Working software is the primary measure of progress. 
8. Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, and users 

should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely. 
9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility. 
10. Simplicity--the art of maximizing the amount of work not done--is essential. 
11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams. 
12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and 

adjusts its behaviour accordingly. 
 

“The Agile manifesto clearly values the items on the left more than the items on the right” [26]. 
Jim Highsmith depicts that being Agile means having the capacity to "Convey rapidly, change 
rapidly., Change regularly”. While Agile methods differ in practices and emphasis, they share 
basic qualities, including iterative advancement and a focus on interaction, communication, and 
the reduction of resource-intensive intermediate artefacts. Communication/interaction help the 
team to communicate from different places and make decisions and act on them rapidly whereas 
iteration helps the development team to adapt quickly to changing requirements[28]. 
 
The agile software development has recently become one of the most commonly used software 
development techniques. Agile methods avoid unnecessary documents and instead focus on 
interactions, communication[27] [28]. Many organization adopts the Agile software because of 
agile mainly focus on frequent delivery of high quality, involving the customers and having 
communication, interaction with the customer throughout the development process, in this way 
the immediate changes according to the customer needs/deeds can be done and therefore can 
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enhance the product quality. With improved planning and stakeholder involvement agile results 
in an efficient and effective software development methodology [29]. The organizations have 
gained benefits such as increase in productivity, raise in high product quality, and shortened to 
time market due to the combination of introducing km and agile software. 
 
The importance of knowledge and need to maximize the use of knowledge has been emerged 
more in organizations . The use of the Knowledge management (KM) can be able to support 
achieving and as well bring various advantages to organizations in which that results 
Knowledge sharing in ASD to improve the process continuously [30] 
According to [3] Many studies  exposed that the introduction of knowledge management and 
Agile software processes have increased rise in productivity, and resulted high in product 
quality 
 

2.3 RESEARCH GAP 
Despite the accessibility of many knowledge management maturity models, there is a lack of 
overview of knowledge management maturity model for ASD in the literature. The aim of this 
research is to fulfil the research gap by proposing a maturity model of Knowledge management 
for ASD through Systematic mapping results and Survey results.  
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3 RESEARCH METHOD 
3.1 RESEARCH QUESTION 
In this section, Research method was chosen from the research questions to fulfil the aims and 
objectives.  
 
RQ1.What are the key process areas explored in scientific literature that focuses on 
knowledge management maturity models? 
Motivation: The motivation behind of this research question is to explore a scientific data 
related to research area through systematic mapping. Thus, helps to explore a common key 
process areas of Knowledge management maturity models and identify the practices of key 
process areas that helps to gain a better understanding on state of the art (Mapped to OB 1 to 
OB 3).   
 
RQ2.What are the views of practitioners on KM practices for Agile software 
development? 
Motivation: The RQ2 will help us to know how practitioners working with agile software 
development are applying the practices of key process areas in software companies through 
survey. Based on the views of practitioners, we obtained a set of practices for key process areas 
that help to utilize the agile software development in software companies (mapped OB2 to 
OB3).  
 
RQ3.What main elements should a knowledge management maturity model have that 
considers knowledge management in ASD? 
Motivation: Before proposing knowledge management maturity model, previously we study 
the key process areas of knowledge management maturity model and there is no literature that is 
especially stated KMMM for Agile software development.  Moreover, Goal of the RQ3 is to 
suggest the main elements of maturity model have that considers for knowledge management in 
ASD which can be obtained from survey results.  
 
In this Study, we used mixed approaches that includes both Qualitative and Quantitative 
approaches. For answering the three research questions, we used two methods for conducting 
the Research which represents Systematic Mapping and Web-based Survey.  

3.2 SYSTEMATIC MAPPING STUDY 
"Systematic mapping study is to provide a broad review of the research area on a particular 
topic and identify the quantity and what type of evidence is available in the research"[31] [32].  
Wohlin states that systematic mapping studies acts as a starting point for further research[33]. 
The primary focus of systematic mapping study is to know the key process areas of knowledge 
management maturity model and as well to identify and explore the practices of key process 
area over the literature in past few decades and how does it differ in various domains.   
 
Systematic literature review (SLR) is more appropriate to precise the specific questions by 
rigorously extracting data from primary studies [33].However, our research depends on 
knowledge management maturity model for ASD and there haven’t been complete primary 
articles to extract the results. Therefore, it is not suitable for our research topic 
  
Kai Petersen [31]states that it is the primary step of planning for Systematic mapping studies 
starts with an automated search by using search string on a scientific database or manual search 
through relevant journal publications or conference proceedings within it. In our research, we 
choose automated and manual search (Snowballing) as search approaches for identifying the 
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relevant articles.  wohlin in [33] clearly mentioned during the data base approach there might be 
chance of missing relevant articles whereas, in snowballing procedure these papers were 
identified. Hence we choose snowballing approach along with automated search. Scientific 
databases approach were not selected since it highly depends upon framing a good search string 
which is highly impossible , inconvenient and tough.  There is risk of not finding relevant 
articles in database approach if the search string is improper. Hence we have not selected 
database approach 
 
 
3.2.1 Snowballing search approach 
Wohlin [33] clearly stated snowballing as a search approach for systematic literature studies by 
complements of previous studies for systematic literature reviews in software engineering. Here, 
systematic literature studies as a collective term for systematic literature reviews and systematic 
mapping studies [33]. Considering the several authors are stated Webster & Watson [34], 
Kitchenham [35], Hayes [36], Miller [37]as a primary step of systematic approaches for 
building the knowledge from existing literature. Wohlin[33] states that the capabilities of 
automated search and manual search are the same. 
 
Moreover, the start set is main advantage of snowballing process, which starts with relevant 
papers for the research area. Snowballing process is used as a reference for identifying  the 
additional papers through citations and reference list of papers [33]. Although, snowballing 
process could benefit from systematic way of looking at citations of papers and where actually 
papers are referenced rather than looking at citations and reference list of papers. The primary 
intent of selecting snowballing search is to ensure that all relevant sources can decrease the 
chance of irrelevant articles by conducting Backward Snowballing and forward Snowballing. 
Hence, this process continues then the number of irrelevant articles will be reduced.    
 
 
3.2.2 Snowballing Procedure 
In this research, the primary concern of snowballing procedure is considered into two stages 
[33] 
1.    Identify the start set of papers. 
2.    To conduct the Backward and forward snowballing iterations. 
 

3.2.2.1 Identify the Initial start set of papers 
In snowballing procedure, the first step is to identify a Start set of relevant papers. In this thesis, 
we followed some characteristics for conducting a good start set by following the guidelines of 
wohlin[33].   

 Focusing on relevant papers which should cover from many different publishers, 
communities, authors and years. To attain this, it is important to have these covered in the 
start set. 

 A few papers in the start set or Size of the start set rely upon the scope of the area that we 
considered. For example, the research should focus on more specific area requires fewer 
papers than a broad area.  

 If more papers result in a search term, then papers having more relevant references and 
highly cited might be an alternative method to attain a good Start set. 

 
The search string ("Knowledge management maturity model") was placed in Google scholar by 
checking their abstract and title, 15 results were obtained to generate a tentative start set. 
(Appendix 8.1). Only one search string was used in our research to select the start set. The 
reason why we choose only one string is we have found the articles that are directly related to 
our research area by placing the search string in Google scholar.  The reason behind selecting 
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Google scholar is wholin in [33] states that Google scholar is the good alternative to reduce the 
research bias in favour of any specific publisher. Moreover Google scholar is understandable 
and the articles were more up to date. Thus, we choose Google scholar as our search engine . 
After applying inclusion and exclusion criteria, 2 papers were acquired for a final start set.  We 
have selected only two papers for start set  based on the fact that the start set papers ( 
Knowledge management  maturity models)  directly reflects our research topic. These two 
papers were  published in 2010 and 2011 by analyzing all the Knowledge management maturity 
models  literature till 2011 .Since we are conducting snowball approach  it would be easy for us 
to find out all the relevant maturity models papers  from the start set  since the start set analyses 
all knowledge management maturity models.  Moreover  there are very few knowledge 
management maturity models after year 2011.  
 

3.2.2.1.1 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 
Firstly, we choose the research area to satisfy the necessary criteria of knowledge management 
maturity models. From this information, we performed the inclusion and exclusion criteria of 
the articles that outlined in the below.    
Inclusion:  

 Articles should be available in full text.  
 Articles which mainly focus on title with abstract that is relevant to the field of knowledge 

management maturity models. 
 Articles should be written in English  
 Articles should be peer-reviewed  

Exclusion 
 Articles that are not available in full text.  
 Articles which do not mainly focus on title with abstract that is relevant to the field of 

knowledge management maturity models. 
 Articles that are not written in English  
 Articles that are not peer-reviewed  

 

3.2.2.2 Backward and Forward Snowballing Iterations 
Based on the start set of 2 papers, we performed both forward and backward snowballing to 
identify the relevant articles [33] . 
 
Backward Snowballing:  In this step, we checked the reference list of selected articles from the 
Start set to identify new articles that are needed to be included. Moreover, This process goes 
into reference list and excludes the articles that do not fulfil the criteria such as publication type, 
Year and abstract of the reference paper of the study. If satisfied for both inclusion and 
exclusion criteria, then it was  decided to be consider as a candidate for selection.  
 
Forward Snowballing: Here, we identify citations of each paper from the start set and later the 
papers were examined. The first phase of screening articles based on information given by 
Google scholar. In Google Scholar, we identify the forward citations of each paper that goes 
into until 2018. If this information is insufficient for a decision, then the abstract and place of 
citing paper are examined. If it satisfied, to read the full text of citing paper is studied.  The 
below table 1 represents the summary of snowball results. 
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Search Action Start set Iteration for 
Articles 

New selection 

Final Start:  
Two articles were selected 
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2 
First Snowballing:  
Backward snowballing 
Forward snowballing  

 
2 
2 

 
38 
36 

 
11 
3 

Second Snowballing:  
Backward snowballing 
Forward snowballing  

 
14 
14 

 
426 
223 

 
0 
2 

Third Snowballing:  
Backward snowballing 
Forward snowballing  

 
2 
2 

 
95 
2 

 
0 
0 

Table 1: Summary of snowballing procedure 
 

3.3 DATA EXTRACTION 
The objective of data extraction is to analyze the results of primary studies to extract the data 
needed for addressing the research questions[38]. In snowballing process, we selected 18 papers 
to extract the data by considering a few properties as mentioned in table 2. Moreover, the 
spreadsheet was used for extracting the data properties are mapped with our research questions 
and this data can be used into further studies of designing an empirical survey. The spread 
incorporates name of article, author’s, main aim of the study, type of research method and 
research type.   
  

Type Description 
Title of article Specify an article name 

Author’s Name of author’s 
Year of Publication Year of publication studies 

Publication Name of publication 
Type of article Conference proceedings, Journals 

Main aim of the study Knowledge management maturity models 

Context of the study Industrial, Academic, NA or unclear 
Type of Research method Case study, Survey, Framework and models 

Research type Evaluation, Validation study, proposal of solution 
Table 2: Illustrates the Data Extraction properties to RQ mapping 

 
 
 

3.4 SURVEY 
There exist methods to perform quantitative research in software engineering such as case study, 
survey, experiment, interview etc. A survey method is chosen to fulfil the large number of 
populations from wide range of real-world contexts[39].  The reason behind of eliminating the 
other research methods are:  
 
A Case study was not chosen as our research because it investigates a specific research area 
within its real-life context using multiple sources of evidence [40] [41]Also, states the case 
studies are directed to know how and why things happen. Case study isn't planned as an 
investigation of the whole association, rather it is proposed to centre around a specific issue, 
feature or unit of analysis [41], [42].  However, objectives of our research area focus on 
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understanding the perspectives of different practitioners but not to investigate on specific single 
problem, so case study was excluded.  
 
Experiments was not selected because sometimes it can be referred as research in small 
environment  and often necessary for a laboratory setting[43].In this study, no laboratory 
settings are existence to research aims due to find out the information from participants in Agile 
software Development that is nothing to do with experiment [43]. 
 
Interview was not selected in our research since it consumes more time to cove huge amount of 
respondents and it would be difficult  to cover large sample population working in different 
organizations in short span. Since our aim is to build a maturity model we need to gather huge 
amount of responses from various companies and various geographical locations. By keeping in 
mind about the time and availability of respondents we excluded interview and instead selected 
questionnaire. 
 
Survey is a data gathering and analysis approach in which respondents answer questions or 
respond to statements that were developed in advance[39]. For this research we adopted 
empirical survey to know facts, opinions, beliefs of the people on a specific research topic and 
gather a more information from the participants who are working with Agile software 
development.  
 
In this research, Questionnaire was designed and structured by following the guidelines of Johan 
Linkaker [44]. The survey method will help us to know the insight views of different 
participants. According to Punter [45],Johan Linaker[44] survey can be conducted in different 
ways which includes telephone survey, paper survey mail and electronic survey etc. The survey 
data will be conducted through mail and electronic media survey. The reason behind choosing 
electronic survey is they are the most common field which can be administered quickly and 
easily, can be ale to forward the direct links to organizations, save time and collect data from 
many respondents in different geographical locations[46]  
 
The intention of survey is to validate the results of key practices and key process area of 
knowledge management maturity models  obtained from the systematic mapping and to expose 
the practitioner’s views regarding the relevance of key process and practices of knowledge 
management maturity models for agile software development. In this research, the survey 
method is conducted with practitioners who have technical knowledge and experiences in Agile 
Software Development 

3.4.1 Planning, Designing and Executing the Survey 
The process of planning, designing and implementing the survey has 3 main steps. For each 
step, we consider as sub tasks which are described in figure 1.  
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 Figure 1: Followed steps to perform the survey 
 
 

3.4.1.1 Planning the Survey 
Objective definition:  
The objectives of survey is to identify KM practices that are related for ASD through 
practitioner’s. 
 
Preparing a schedule for the survey: 
The survey is scheduled in duration of four-week time, this specific time was chosen in 
perspective of the consequences of the systematic mapping and time constraint of this thesis.  
 
Planning the resources: 
In this research, The online survey approach  was chosen since accessing and participating in 
the survey is easier compared other approaches and requires less effort to handle the collected 
data. Moreover, the survey questionnaire link via (Email) was sent to different participants who 
were working with agile software development. The authors considered threat, there would be 
an unreliable Reponses through social networking sites such as Blogs, Facebook, Twitter etc. 
Moreover, The information of practitioners about job role and experiences are collected through 
LinkedIn.  

3.4.1.2 Survey Designing 
Planning and constructing the  questionnaire:  
The primary aspect of every survey is “no matter how big it is and represents the sample also 
how much time is spent on data collection, what the response rate is the quality of getting the 
result from the survey will be no better than the questions that are asked”  [44]. The web 
questionnaire was selected to collect the data. The reason behind choosing the data 
questionnaire is to collect the data from a large amount of population from various locations and 
organizations. The survey questionnaire was prepared to accomplish the above stated objectives. 
“Microsoft forms” was utilized as survey tool for designing the questionnaire because it’s 
usability also considering the way of answering the research questions.  
 
The survey questionnaire includes two types of questions, open ended question and closed 
ended questions [44] [35]. In our research, the survey questionnaire contains 9 questions and 
isolated into two sections. First section of survey is about demographics that involves the 
participants experience, role and size of their organization etc. Second section is on substantive 
data that address the key objective of survey. 
 

Survey 
Planning

•Objectives
•Preparing a schedule for survey
•Planning the resources

Designing 
of survey

•Planning and building a questionnaire
•Pilot study and validating the questionnaire
•Target population for the survey

Execution 
of survey

•Gathering Responces
•Analyzing the survey results
•Reporting the survey reesults
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Open ended questions are designed to recognize the additional practices that are being used by 
their organization among their experiences. Closed ended questions  provide a list of choices 
and ask the respondents to choose one or more as their answer [44].  
 
Likert scale is one of the most widely used response scales for close-ended questions. In survey 
questionnaire, numerical value is assigned to each potential value and participants are requested 
to specify their level of measurement agreements within the given of choice. 5-points scale was 
most widely used “Strongly disagree, Disagree, Agree, strongly agree and neutral” [47]. In this 
thesis, we used ordinal based on survey questionnaire.  
 
Validating the Questionnaires:  
Based on the guidelines and principles presented  by Kitchenham and Kelley in [35], [48], the 
web-questionnaire evaluation was validated.  In our thesis, the designed questionnaire was 
evaluated to check and identify whether all the objectives in our research are covered in survey 
questionnaire or not. After that, we conducted a pilot study to analyze and verify the 
comprehensibility and understand ability of framed questions. The pilot survey was validated 
by4 software employees working with agile software development and one is in software 
engineering at BTH by reviewing and analyzing the issues such as comprehensibility, reliability, 
completeness and time taken to finish the survey questions.  
 
Before conducting the pilot study, survey questionnaire consists of 11 questions and average 
time for pilot participants was taken by 12 minutes to complete the survey. The feedback 
received from the expert dealing with agile software development was collected and analyzed to 
modify the questionnaire. Based on the feedback, we modify, changed and added the few 
questions regarding  agile software development. After reviewing the feedback, we rechecked 
survey questions covered all the aspects of objectives, authors and supervisor desired to publish 
the survey in online. Finally, survey consists of 9 questions and average time taken to finish the 
survey is 8 minutes.  
 
Target Population:  
The intent of the research is to find the perceptions of Knowledge Management practices in 
Agile software development. The target population is considered as software practitioners who 
are working with agile software development. However, before selecting a sample, the target 
population is required for a survey.  
 
Sampling Procedure:  
Sampling is the “process of selecting a set of respondents (the sample) as a subset from the 
entire population under study”[45]. The reason behind of using only a subset is helps to saving 
time and money.  There are two general ways to obtain a sample probability and Non-
probability sampling [44] [45]. Non-probability sampling which is convenient and involves the 
selection of sample from researcher [45]. This sampling was utilized because we don’t have the 
list of entire target population. The Non-probability sampling method is known as “referral 
sampling” which considered to choose the respondents from the target population. The 
references are acquired from respondents who are aware and had work experience in Agile 
software development. A snowballing sampling method was followed with few steps like chain 
which is gathering references from the obtained references and few responses were obtained 
from LinkedIn etc. For this study, specific sample is needed because the results are acquired 
from respondents must be helpful.  

3.4.1.3 Survey Execution 
All the survey responses were collected and stored in Excel sheet. The survey questionnaires 
were placed in Appendix.  The survey scheduled for 4 weeks as mentioned in earlier which 
takes from 2018 – 08 – 13 to 2018 – 09 – 16.  
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3.5 DATA ANALYSIS 
Data Analysis is a process of evaluating, demonstrating and arranging the given data using 
analytical and logical techniques which incorporates simple enumeration, descriptive statistics. 
It assists the researcher to make right decision on data and also helps to gather the collected data 
in a systematic way [49]. The data collected from research can be quantitative or qualitative or 
perhaps both and depends up on the data collection methods utilized in the empirical study [50]. 
Quantitative data which deals with numerical representations of data that can be transformed in 
statistics [44]. Qualitative data involves with descriptions, pictures and this data can be analyzed 
based on categorization, sorting[40]. In this research, the data is obtained through Systematic 
mapping, Survey and analysis that can be done in separately for better understanding. Here, we 
used two methods such as Narrative analysis, statistical analysis.  
 

3.5.1 Narrative Analysis 
In this research, Narrative analysis is used to analyse the data which obtained from systematic 
mapping study (RQ1,RQ2). Narrative Analysis emphasis an analytical approach which includes 
recontextualization applied to human stories, structuring and implementing the ideas with texts 
that were established by narrators [51]. Narrative analysis is utilized to analyse both qualitative 
and quantitative data[52]. In this case narrative analysis, helps to organize the data in a 
systematic way for better understanding[53]. 
 
3.5.2 Statistical Analysis 
Statistical analysis is process of exploring and collecting the data based on variables. It is 
utilized to gather results from large population based on the information which obtained from 
sample data [54]. Descriptive statistics is used to analyse the survey results. The motive behind 
of choosing descriptive statistics is to provide a simple summary about the sample and the 
measures [44].  In our thesis, it is used to describe the basic characteristic of data and simplify 
large amount of data in a sensible way.  Mean, median, mode are the measures of central 
tendency which could be give a sense for the respondent’s frequency to describe a data set [44], 
[55]. In this case mean, mode, median is utilized to describe the central tendency of collected 
data through survey questionnaires. 
 
Alternative methods for data Analysis: 
Several methods that can be utilized to analyse the data in both Qualitative and Quantitative.    
Ground theory is the most commonly method used to analyze the survey data. It involves the 
coding, categorization and collection of qualitative data . In this research, grounded theory 
would be difficult because it often the results large amount of data and difficult to manage the 
data[56]. 
 
Furthermore, alternative method for narrative analysis is Thematic Analysis. It requires 
identifying, analysing and reporting themes within the data. Thematic Analysis illustrates the 
data set in systematic way, but it has limited Scope and it is not utilized in an existing 
theoretical framework [36].Therefore, Thematic analysis is not chosen for this research 

3.6 SYSTEMATIC MAPPING STUDY VALIDITY THREATS  
In this research, the potential validity threats of systematic mapping studies are discussed in 
below:  

3.6.1 Construct validity  
Construct validity refers to whether the study was able to capture what was intended in terms of 
aims and objectives. This threat in the literature review means that we miss including the related 
articles to our research area [57]. To mitigate this threat proper care has been taken  by us in 
choosing the keywords, framing a good search string, and placing the search string in the search 
engine. Extracting improper data from the chosen articles might be also a risk for construct 
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validity, in order to mitigate this risk, we have considered inclusion and exclusion criteria which 
helped us to extract the correct data which is related to our research area.  

3.6.2 Internal validity  
Internal validity is concerned with the extraction and analysis of the data [58]This threat might 
occur during the data extraction. In order to mitigate this threat, we extracted the data from the 
selected start set articles and the snowballing articles by using the data extraction forms that are 
designed for this study by following guidelines of Kitchenham [35].  

3.6.3 External validity 
External validity is the ability to generalize the results to various settings and groups [58]. We 
investigated  scientific literature, software engineering and agile but there may be papers in 
knowledge management research area that look into the success factors or maturity models.  

3.6.4 Reliability validity  
Reliability validity concerns with the identification of improper relationship that leads to 
incorrect conclusion [58]. In this research, we created the protocol to ensure the actual data 
extraction and mapped expected outcomes with research questions. To mitigate this threat, we 
performed the steps during data extraction and draw conclusions. 
 

3.7 MAPPING RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Triangulation is essential for improving the Validity and reliability of qualitative study[59]. The 
propose of triangulation is to incorporate a various methods of data collection and analysis[59]. 
For answering the research questions, we performed two research methods: systematic mapping 
study and survey were presented in the below table 3 mapping between research methodology 
and RQ’s. 
 

Research Questions Research Methodology 
RQ1 Systematic Mapping Study 

RQ1,RQ2 Survey 
RQ3 Based on systematic mapping and 

survey results 
Table 3: Mapping between Research questions and Research methodology. 
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4 RESULT AND ANALYSIS OF SYSTEMATIC MAPPING 

4.1 RESULTS 

4.1.1 Start Set  
Two articles selected for a start-set out of 5200 articles which attained through Google 
scholar. 

ID Start Set Articles 
P1 JIANGANG, Wang, et al. Knowledge management maturity models: A systemic 

comparison. In: Information Management, Innovation Management and Industrial 
Engineering (ICIII), 2011 International Conference on . IEEE, 2011. p. 606-609. 

P2 Kuriakose, KK, et al. "Knowledge management maturity models-a morphological 
analysis." Journal of Knowledge Management Practice 11.3 (2010): 1-10. 

Table 4: List of Start set articles 

4.1.2 Iteration 1 

4.1.2.1 Backward Snowballing 
In first iteration, we referred 38 reference articles and we have chosen only 11 articles after 
performing the reviews from our supervisor as they are mostly close to our research area. For 
this iteration, we identify many articles after performing the selection of articles was done in 
carefully by succeeding the inclusion and exclusion criteria (To read the title, abstract and 
checking for the requirements of all articles). The remaining 27 reference articles were removed 
by reading the title, after screening the abstracts. This selection of articles was performed by 
applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria few articles were repeated so, we excluded that.  
 

ID Articles are obtained to our research area 
P3 Ping Jung Hsieh, Binshan Lin, and Chinho Lin. The construction and application of 

knowledge navigator model (KNM™): An evaluation of knowledge management 
maturity. Expert Systems with Applications. Vol. 36. no.2.2009: pp.4087-4100. 

P4 Klimko, G. Knowledge management and maturity models: building common 
understanding. Proceedings of the 2nd European Conference on Knowledge 
Management (ECKM). 2001. pp.  

P5 Kulkarni, U. and Freeze, R. Development and validation of acknowledge 
management capability assessment model. Proceedings of the 25th International 
Conference on Information Systems (ICIS). 2004.PP.54-62. 

P6 Paulzen O., Perc. P. A Maturity Model for Quality Improvement in Knowledge 
Management. Proceeding of the 13th Australasian Conferences on Information 
Systems (ACIS). 2002. pp.243-253. 

P7 Pee, L. G. &Kankanhalli, A. A Model of Organizational Knowledge Management 
Maturity based on People, Process, and Technology. Journal of Information & 
Knowledge Management, vol. 8. no. 2. 2009: pp.1-21. 

P8 Uday Kulkarni and Robert St. Louis. Organizational self-assessment of knowledge 
management maturity, Proceeding of the 9th Americas Conference on Information 
Systems (ACIS). 2003: pp. 2542-2551. 

P9 Kuriakose et al. Knowledge Management Maturity Model: An Engineering 
Approach. Journal of Knowledge Management Practice, vol. 12. no. 2. 2011. 
http://www.tlainc.com/ articl263.htm. 

P10 Ehms,K. and Langen.M. (2002), “Holistic Development of Knowledge 
Management with KMM” 
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P11 Khatibian, Neda, Tahmoores Hasan gholoi pour, and Hasan Abedi Jafari. 
"Measurement of knowledge management maturity level within 
organizations." Business Strategy Series 11.1 (2010): 54-70. 

P12 Kruger, C.J. and Snyman, M.M.M. “Formulation of a Strategic Knowledge 
Management Maturity Model”, 

P13 Gottschalk, Petter. "Toward a model of growth stages for knowledge management 
technology in law firms." Informing Science 5.2 (2002): 79-93. 

Table 5:First iteration of selected articles using Backward Snowballing 

4.1.2.2 Forward Snowballing 
In forward snowballing, the first iteration was referred 36 citations after that we include 3 
articles that relates to our research area by evaluating the reviews from our supervisor. For this 
iteration, we identify many citations of articles after performing the selection of articles was 
done in carefully by succeeding the inclusion and exclusion criteria by evaluating the title, 
abstract and checking for the requirements of all articles. The remaining 33 citation articles 
were removed by reading the title, after screening the abstracts that are not in English and not 
available in full text.  
 

ID Articles are obtained to our research area 
P14 Jiuling, Xiao, Wang Jiankang, and Yue Hongjiang. "Study on maturity level transition 

mechanism of knowledge management." Information Management, Innovation 
Management and Industrial Engineering (ICIII), 2012 International Conference on. 
Vol. 1. IEEE, 2012. 

P15 Serenko, Alexander, Nick Bontis, and Emily Hull. "An application of the knowledge 
management maturity model: the case of credit unions." Knowledge Management 
Research & Practice 14.3 (2016): 338-352. 

P16 Ríos, Brenda L. Flores, Oscar Mario Rodríguez-Elias, and Francisco J. Pino. 
"Research on CMM based Knowledge Management Maturity Models." 4to. 
CongresoInternacionalenCienciasComputacionales, CICOMP. 2011. 

Table 6:First iteration of selected articles using forward Snowballing 

4.1.3 Iteration 2 

4.1.3.1 Backward Snowballing 
For Second iteration, we referred 426 reference articles and we have chosen only 1 article after 
reviewing the article there is no access available. so, that we have not included the article in 
second iteration of backward snowballing. In this iteration, we identify many articles after 
performing the selection of articles was done in carefully by succeeding the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria (To read the title, abstract and checking for the requirements of all articles).  
The remaining 425 reference articles were removed by reading the title, after screening the 
abstracts. This selection of articles was performed by applying the inclusion and exclusion 
criteria remaining articles were repeated and not related to our research area so, we exclude that.  

4.1.3.2 Forward Snowballing 
In forward snowballing, the second iteration was referred 223 citations after that we include 2 
articles that relates to our research area by evaluating the reviews from our supervisor. For this 
iteration, we identify many citations of articles after performing the selection of articles was 
done in carefully by succeeding the inclusion and exclusion criteria by evaluating the title, 
abstract and checking for the requirements of all articles. The remaining 221 reference articles 
were removed by reading the title, after screening the abstracts that are not in English and not 
related to our research area.   
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ID Articles are obtained to our research area 
P17 Boughzala, Imed. "A Community Maturity Model: a field application for 

supporting new strategy building." Journal of Decision Systems 23.1 (2014): 82-98. 
P18 Oliveira, Mírian, and Cristiane DrebesPedron. "Maturity Model for Knowledge 

Management and Strategic Benefits." European Conference on Knowledge 
Management. Vol. 2. Academic Conferences International Limited, 2014. 

Table 7:Second iteration of selected articles using forward Snowballing 

4.1.4 Iteration 3 

4.1.4.1 Backward Snowballing 
In third iteration we referred 95 references after that we have not selected any articles after 
reviewing since they do not match to our research area. so, that we have not included the article 
in third iteration of Backward snowballing. For this iteration, we identify many of references 
articles after performing the selection of articles was done in carefully by succeeding the 
inclusion and exclusion criteria by evaluating the title, abstract and checking for the 
requirements of all articles. While removing the remaining 95 reference articles were removed 
by reading the title, after screening the abstracts that are not in English and few articles are 
repeated in our research area.  

4.1.4.2 Forward Snowballing 
In Third iteration, we referred 2 citations after reviewing the article it seems to be unrelated to 
our research area. so, that we have not included the article in Third iteration of forward 
snowballing. Moreover, we end up the snowballing process with this iteration since there are no 
new papers found. 

4.2 OVERVIEW OF SELECTED STUDIES 
After performing three iterations of snowballing procedure, we identify 18relevant articles 
between 2001 and 2017. Figure 2  indicates the publication year of papers are represented in X- 
axis and Y-axis.  
 

 
Figure 2:Publications year of articles 

4.2.1 Classification on Research studies 
We identified four Surveys (P5, P8, P9, P15), one case studies (P7), four frameworks (P2, P13, 
P11, P17) and Nine models (P1, P3, P4, P6, P10, P12, P14, P16, P18).using the classifications 
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suggested by Runeson et al [60]and Wierlinga et al [61]. Table 8 presents the classification of 
research articles. 

Paper 
Id 

Year Title Category Research 
method 

P1 2011 Knowledge Management Maturity 
Models: A Systemic Comparison 

Conference Model 

P2 2010 Knowledge Management Maturity 
Models – A Morphological Analysis 

Journal Framework 

P3 2008 The construction and application of 
knowledge navigator model (KNMTM) 

Journal Model 

P4 2001 Knowledge management and maturity 
models: building common understanding. 

Conference Model 

P5 2004 Development and Validation of a 
Knowledge Management Capability 
Assessment Model 

Conference Survey 

P6 2002 A Maturity Model for Quality 
Improvement in Knowledge Management 

journal Model 

P7 2009 A Model of Organizational Knowledge 
Management Maturity based on People, 
Process, and Technology 

Journal Case study 

P8 2003 Organizational Self-Assessment of 
Knowledge Management Maturity. 

Conference Survey 

P9 2011 Knowledge Management Maturity 
Model: An Engineering Approach 

Journal Survey 

P10 2002 Holistic Development of Knowledge 
Management with KMMM® 

Conference Model 

P11 2010 Measurement of knowledge management 
maturity level within 
organizations. Business Strategy Series  

Conference Framework 

P12 2007 Formulation of a strategic knowledge 
management maturity model 

Conference Model 

P13 2002 Toward a Model of Growth Stages for 
Knowledge Management Technology in 
Law Firms 

Conference Framework 

P14 2012 Study on Maturity Level Transition 
Mechanism of Knowledge Management 

Conference Model 

P15 2017 An application of the knowledge 
management maturity model: the case of 
credit unions 

Journal Survey 

P16 2011 Research on CMM-based Knowledge 
Management Maturity Models 

Conference Model 

P17 2014 A Community Maturity Model: a field 
application for supporting new strategy 
building 

Journal Framework 

P18 2014 Maturity Model for Knowledge 
Management and Strategic Benefits 

Conference Model 

Table 8: Classification on Research articles 

4.3 DATA ANALYSIS OF SYSTEMATIC MAPPING 
 

Articles[P1] [P2] summarize several knowledge management maturity models from the state of 
art till 2011.These two articles helped us to analyse the key process areas of knowledge 
management maturity models. According to Jiankang ,w in Paper [P1]  key process area deals 
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with organization need to focus on improving and solving the problems.  Each key process areas 
indicate the set of  key practices to achieve one specific goal in organization. After reviewing 
the existing knowledge management maturity models, we identified the following key process 
areas: people, process and technology, also listed in [P5].  

According to Oliveria [P7], small scale organizations tacit knowledge is more developed than 
explicit due to lesser number of employees and their physical presence. Whereas In large scale 
organization, explicit knowledge would be expected to be equally or more focused than tacit 
knowledge. Analyzing the literature review found that every organization can easily adopt the 
key process like people, process, technology and hence evaluate the level/ performance of the 
organization and also able to assess the knowledge management efficiency of their organization. 

According to Pee, L. G., Oliver Paulzen [P6], [P7] states that “Knowledge management needs to 
consider organizational, human (i.e., psychological and sociological), task or process, and 
technological aspects to deliver thorough and successful business support”. Table 9 provides 
further decomposition of people, process and technology areas into sub-areas. 

REF 
no 

Year KM Practices/factors Key 
Process 

Area 
P3 2009 Culture (learning,trust) People 

Km process(creating, sharing, apply, transfer) Process 
Intranets, content management systems, document 

management systems, relational and object databases, 
groupware and workflow systems, data warehousing 

systems and data mining systems 

Technology 

P4 2001 Intranet Technology 
P5 2004 Expertise, culture, lesson learned People 

knowledge documents process 
P6 2002 Management, Lesson learned People 

Communication technologies Technology 
P7 2009 Staff and competencies - Cooperation and culture - 

Leadership and support - Environment and 
partnerships, Expertise, roles, lesson learned 

People 

Knowledge forms, knowledge documents Process 
Infrastructure and technology Technology 

P8 2003 Expertise, culture, lesson learned People 
P9 2011 Community of practice  KM Awareness, Participation, 

reward and reorganization, succession planning, 
People 

Km strategy, Km process(create, share, apply, 
storage), Km policy 

Process 

Network, data and information management, AI and 
KE techniques, technology integration 

Technology 

P10 2002 Staff and competence, environment and partnership, 
culture, leadership and support 

People 

P11  
 

2010 Cooperation and culture, Leadership and support, 
Environment and partnerships, Process roles and 

organization Strategy and knowledge goals 

People 

Knowledge structures and knowledge forms Process 
Infrastructure Technology 

P12 2007 Culture, technology - 
P13 2002 Internet, Intranet, extranet, groupware, browsers, data 

ware houses, software agent. 
Technology 

P14 2012 Culture, Awareness, participation, reward scheme, km 
roles, mentoring 

People 
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Km process(create, share, transfer, storage), km 
strategy, km policy 

Process 

Network, data and information management, AI and 
KE techniques, technology integration 

Technology 

P15 2016 Learning People 
Km process, km reuse, training Process 

Infrastructure Technology 
P16 2011 Skills, roles People 

Best practice Process 
Resources, infrastructure technology 

P17 2014 Cooperation and collaboration, Mutual trust, 
Communication, Knowledge and Common values, 

Sense of identity 

People 

Knowledge creation, Process 
collaboration technologies, Common repository, Technology 

P18 2014 Top management support, 
Customers, knowledge partners 

People 

Knowledge creation, storage Process 
Information technology Technology 

Table 9: Practices and key process area of KMMM from Systematic mapping 
 
We summarized all KM practices that were presented in Table 10.. Here, A frequency is the 
number of times practices have appeared in all articles. Therefore, the key process areas of 
people refer to aspects Culture, staff and competencies, Expertise, Lessons learned, and process 
relates to the aspects of Best practices, KM process and finally technology relates to the aspects 
of Groupware, Intranet/Extranet, and Infrastructure.   

Id KM practices/factors Key Process 
Area 

Ref no Frequency 

1 Culture People P3, p10, p8, p5, p7, 
p12,p11,p14,p17 

9 

2 Infrastructure, 
Technology 

Technology P7, p16, p18, p12, p7 5 

3 KM process (creating, 
sharing, utilization, 

acquisition) 

Process P3, p9, p14, p17, p18 5 

4 Staff and competence People P10, p17, p14, p16, p11 5 
5 Lesson learned People P8, p5, p15, p6, p7 5 
6 Environment and 

partnership 
People P11, p10, p7, p18 4 

7 Expertise People P5, p7, p8 3 
8 Leadership and 

support 
People P11, p10, p7 3 

9 Internet, intranet, 
extranet 

Technology P13, p3, p4 3 

10 Knowledge structure 
and knowledge forms 

Process P11, p17 2 

11 Participation, reward 
and reorganization 

scheme 

People P9, p14 2 
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12 Km awareness People P9, p14 2 

13 Km strategy Process P9, p14 2 

14 Km policy Process P9, p14 2 

15 Knowledge 
documents 

Process P5, p7 2 

16 Management People P6, p18 2 

17 Network, data and 
information 

management, AI and 
KE techniques, 

technology integration 

Technology P9, p14 2 

18 Best practices Process P16, p9 2 

19 Communication 
technologies 

Technology P6 1 

20 Data ware houses, Technology P13 1 

21 Data warring and Data 
mining, work flow, 

software agent 

Technology P3 1 

22 content management 
systems, document 

management systems, 
relational and object 

databases 

Technology P3 1 

23 Succession planning People P9 1 

24 Communication people P17 1 
Table 10:Frequency of each Practices from systematic mapping 

 
People:  From the Beginning, KM journey is directly applied on people impacts and create own 
ideas from their knowledge such as (communities of practices, group, self-organization teams) It 
mainly focus on dealing with each individual soft factor such as personal selection, development 
and support. it also addresses self-management and responsibility management. 

KM Practices/Factors: Expertise, staff and competencies, culture, environment and partnership, 
culture. 

 Expertise: An expertise is who uses all his experiences that gained from previous past 
projects and be able to apply his experience on current project. 

 Staff and Competencies: To addresses the skills, capability and abilities of each member in 
team. 
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 Environment and partnership: are associated with the outsiders of an organization which 
involves stakeholders, customers and focus/deals on problems of need with eternal 
knowledge. 

 Culture: It is defined by collaboration, trust and learning in an organization. culture mainly 
incorporates set of shared values, beliefs, norms. culture also involves aspects such as 
change adoption, confidence in team, and cooperation between the team members and 
provides a way for free environment for discussion among the team members.  

 Lesson learned: knowledge obtained while performing task. realizing the success or 
failures from the projects. it comes when it is documented, shared, applied and reused. 

Process: It mainly focused on existing knowledge process that relates to share, capture and 
reuse for organization by managing the knowledge effectively. Because, Existing knowledge 
management process can enhance the business requirements to produce the strategies within an 
organization that implement new system for communities of practices. 

KM practices/Factors: Knowledge structure, knowledge form, lesson learned, Best practices. 

 KM Process: KM processes can be thought of as a structured coordination for managing 
knowledge effectively.  Based on the conversion of tacit to explicit   for knowledge 
management in an organization there exists four methods socialization, externalization, 
combination and internationalization.  Since the knowledge is created by each individual 
and resides in individual's process changes across different km maturity stages. 

 Best practices: Best practices are gatherings of individuals who share a concern for 
something they do and figure out how to improve as they associate consistently. 

Technology: It provides the tools for people to improve their personal efficiency. Technology is 
developed to manage/support organizational information, system needs, facilities and developed 
to support knowledge management process (creation, application, storage, transfer).  

KM Practices/Factors:  Intranet, extranet, groupware, internet, document management system 
etc. 

 Groupware: Groupware provides a mechanism of team members that facilitates 
Coordination / Communication among the team and keep track of ongoing projects 
together It includes tools like sharing of emails, database access systems to keep the team 
coordinated.  

 Intranet: It is a private network accessible within a organization’s staff that facilitates 
users to achieve the wide range of information and services are available on internal 
organization’s that won’t be accessible for public and any other service providers in 
internet.  

 Extranet: An extranet, is a private business network of several cooperating who are located 
outside the organization, authorizes businesses to exchange information over the Internet in 
a secure way. 

 Infrastructure: these are the enablers that help people utilize the maximum out of the KM 
initiative information technology infrastructure is developed to support the organization’s 
information systems needs and facilitates KM.  
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5 SURVEY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
5.1 RESULTS 
 
To perform the Survey process, we prepared an online Survey questionnaire by using Microsoft 
forms. During this Survey process, we had sent invitations to different practitioners who are 
working in agile software development such as Software developers, Project Managers, 
Software Engineers, DevOps, system Architect etc. In total, we had received 44 responses in 
which all the 44 responses were complete and answered all questions in the survey 
questionnaire. Since the questionnaire is complete and answered all the questions we conclude 
that our quality of survey questionnaire is high and understandable by every participants. The 
survey questionnaire is available in Appendix 8.3 

5.1.1 Demographics 
Question Q1 focuses on the size of organization as it affects different organizational 
characteristics and overall performance. Also, this question will help us to know whether the 
respondents belongs to a Small-scale organization or large-scale organization. Hence, 
Responses are gathered from organization based on number of the employees. The results are 
depicted in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3:Size of the organization 

 
 
Question Q2 emphasize the roles/designations of the respondents in their organization. This 
question is formulated as open-ended where the respondents can answer their designations or 
roles in the text box provided. 41% of respondents are software developers, 9% are project 
managers, 7% of the respondents are working with other designations such as Software 
consultants, System Engineers and remaining 2% are Senior architect, QA tester, Integration 
Development & Teach lead. The following roles are depicted in figure 4.  
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Figure 4: Roles of respondents 

 

Question Q3, focuses on respondents of their experience in working with Agile Software 
Development methods. Among, most of their respondent’s experience is 68 % (0-2 years), 21% 
(3-5 years), 11% (more than 5 years). Hence, the results are presented in figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5: Experience of respondents 
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The question4 was asked to know which of the agile practices were used in their organization to 
share or manage the knowledge among themselves in an organization for developing a product. 
The results were clearly mentioned in figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6: Agile practices 

 
In question Q5, the respondents were asked to mention where the location of development team 
is situated. The main intention of this question is to know whether their teams are working in 
same time zones or different time-zones. So that we can know how they manage their task from 
their respective sites. (such as communication, co-ordination and project management).  The 
results are stated that most of the respondents are belong to distributed teams with different time 
zones (68%), locally (25%) and remaining 7% are distributed teams within same time zone, see 
Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7: Location of the development team 
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Question Q6, focuses on the respondents of work allocation to individual team members in their 
organization. This question will help us to get a better outcome for a project success. Here, work 
allocation is about managing tasks and responsibilities in a project. The results are presented in 
most of respondents belongs to project modules and corresponding task are 32%, 29% are 
development phases such as (Analysis, Development, Testing and Maintenance) and remaining 
8% are project size. The results are clearly mentioned in figure.8. 

 

 
Figure 8:Work allocation to the team member 

 

5.1.2 Description of substantive section in the survey: 
Substantive is to address the main objective of a survey and collect the information on Agile 
Software development [44].    
 
To what extent do you agree / Disagree that the following practices are relevant to  agile 
software development in your organization? 

From the Systematic Mapping, we gathered 9knowledge management practices/factors and 
these 9 practices are tabulated in the survey questionnaire. The results were analysed against the 
demographic characteristics of the survey participants. 
 
The below responses were mentioned in the form of heat maps. Heat map assist the level of high 
Reponses in dark colour and  lower Reponses is shown in light colour. From the below table11 
heat maps it is clearly stated that Lessons learned, Expertise, Extranet/Intranet/Groupware, Staff 
and competence are the most significance of knowledge management practices. Infrastructure 
were obtained as moderate from the participants. Trust, Environment partnership as the lower 
significance of knowledge management practices.   
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Practices  Strongly 
agree 

Agree Somewhat 
Agree 

Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

Environment and 
partnership 

17 18 9 0 0 

Best practices 21 19 3 1 0 
Infrastructure 16 23 4 1 0 

Staff and Competence 22 18 2 2 0 
Trust 21 14 9 0 0 

KM Process 21 18 5 0 0 
Expertise 25 17 1 1 0 

Lesson learned 25 15 4 0 0 
Intranet, Extranet, 

Groupware (IT tools) 
23 18 3 0 0 

Table 11:Relevance of practices For Agile software in their organizations 
 

Descriptive statistics were used for analyzing the KM practices. Here, respondents were asked 
5 options (Strongly agree, Agree, Somewhat Agree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree) to indicate in 
the form of radio buttons. To addressing these options, we consider a weight scale in 
descending order from (5 to 1).For example (Strongly agree(5), Agree(4), Somewhat Agree(3), 
Disagree(2), Strongly Disagree(1)).Each participant can  select only one option and these 
options were given in the form of ordinal scale type. Responses of each KM practices are 
presented in the above table11. 
Therefore, the statistical data of the responses are calculated which is the average of all the 
responses, to draw a common opinion from sample population. These weights are used to 
calculate the mean, median values of responses from the sample population.  Based on the 
responses of median values in the table12 that clearly indicates  Trust, lesson learned, expertise, 
Internet/Extranet, and Groupware, staff and competence are more relevant for agile software 
development . 
 

Practices Weight Min Max Mean Median Mode 
Environment 
and Partnership 

184 3 5 4.18 4 4 

Best Practice 192 2 5 4.36 4 5 
Infrastructure 186 2 5 4.22 4 4 
Staff and 
Competence 

192 2 5 4.36 4.5 5 

Trust 188 3 5 4.27 4 5 
KM Process 192 3 5 4.36 4 5 
Expertise 198 2 5 4.5 5 5 
Lessons Learned 197 3 5 4.47 5 5 
Intranet/Extranet 
Groupware 

196 3 5 4.45 5 5 

Table 12:Frequency of Km practices. 

Results from the Open-Ended Questions 
We additionally included an open-ended question Q8 in the survey to know more information 
about how they manage knowledge among themselves in the organization. The question was 
enclosed in the survey to get the results from those that were included in the survey. The open-
end question was provided to cover the additional answers so that we can get to know what 
knowledge management practices they use as part of agile development for sharing and 
managing the knowledge in their respective organizations. Respondents have mentioned some 
of the knowledge management practices that are used by them in their respective organizations 
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to share/manage knowledge during development of a project. For instance, some of the 
responses among them are: 

“Daily stand-up meetings, weekly grooming meetings are considered in agile software 
development because to know the team members work progress and identify drawbacks during 
the project. This way meetings will help in the learning process as team members share their 
success and failures of a project to achieve high-quality results”. 

“As a part of new testing strategy, a workshop is conducted involving business analyst, tester 
and functional area experts to discuss about test coverage in each functional area”. 

“System demo meetings are considered as an agile software development because traveling to 
on-site and development team presents the results for product”.    

“Quarterly or Half yearly idea presentation forums, where individual or a group can present 
ideas to improve our work modules”. 

"We conduct code reviews and design Review sessions which helps a lot in knowledge sharing". 

"Mob-testing, pair-case study are good opportunities to learn together and share their 
knowledge easily". 

“Retrospectives meetings are key. Continuous Integration is also very Important although very 
challenges in Global Software Engineering projects”.  

"To begin with Kanban methodology, we wouldn’t plan the user stories/tasks beforehand (like 
how scrum does). Instead, we have weekly planning for the requirements that end up in our 
backlog. Furthermore, we have weekly knowledge sharing demos to ramp up the competencies 
of other team members". 

 

Out of 44 respondents 9 respondents have not provided much information instead they just 
mentioned which are provided in the survey list and they almost apply or utilize the same 
knowledge management practices which are provided in our survey questionnaire. Responses of 
each respondent was analyzed, and the most discussed responses were chosen.  

 Review meetings 
 Regular  meetings 
 Contionous Intergation  
 Scrum Meetings 
 Training sessions 
 Tools like JIRA, X-ray for epic, wiki, user stories and test management 
 Collective code ownership 
 Retrospective meetings 
 Stakeholders 
 Competence build meetings and QA Sessions 

 

In your experience, which of the following practices are actually applied/implemented for 
agile software development? 

Question9,we asked the respondents to indicate the applicable of knowledge management 
practices for agile software development (ASD). The below responses were mentioned in the 
form of heat maps. From the below table 13 heat maps it is clearly stated that Lessons learned, 
Expertise, Km process are the most significance of knowledge management practices. Staff and 
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competence, environment and partnership were obtained as moderate from the participants. Best 
practices are shown as the lower significance of knowledge management practices.  
 
 

 
 Practices Apply Partially Apply Don’t Apply 

Environment and Partnership 24 18 2 
Best Practice 29 8 7 
Infrastructure 25 18 1 

Staff and Competence 30 13 1 
Trust 32 12 0 

KM Process 32 11 1 
Expertise 38 6 0 

Lessons Learned 34 10 0 
Intranet/Extranet Groupware 31 10 3 

Table 13: Km practices applicable in their organizations 
Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the KM practices. Here, respondents were asked 3 
options to indicate in the form of radio buttons. To addressing these options, we consider a 
weighted scale in a descending order from 3to1(apply(3) partially apply(2), do not apply(1)). 
Each participant can select only one option and these options were given in the form of ordinal 
scale type. Responses of each KM practices are presented in above table 13 
Moreover, the median, mean is calculated of all responses from the sample population using the 
total weights.  Looking at the mean values which imply the median value is 3 for the sample 
population are very cohesive and there are no big differences between each respondent. Hence, 
We consider the higher frequency of mean values that indicates Expertise, Lessons Learned, 
Trust, km process  when applied in agile software development.  . 
 

 Practices Weight Min Max Mean Median Mode 
Environment and 

Partnership 
110 1 3 2.5 3 3 

Best Practice 110 1 3 2.5 3 3 
Infrastructure 112 1 3 2.54 3 3 

Staff and 
Competence 

117 1 3 2.659 3 3 

Trust 120 2 3 2.72 3 3 
KM Process 119 1 3 2.7 3 3 

Expertise 126 2 3 2.863 3 3 
Lessons Learned 122 2 3 2.77 3 3 
Intranet/Extranet 

Groupware 
116 1 3 2.63 3 3 

Table 14: frequency of km practices. 
 

5.2 SURVEY VALIDITY THREATS 
In our Research, we recognized four validity threats such as Construct validity, Internal 
Validity, External Validity and Conclusion validity[39]. 
  
5.2.1 Construct Validity 
Construct validity concerns about Questionnaire validation. The participants might be facing 
difficulty with context or language in questionnaire. To mitigate this threat, a detail discussion 
is done with a supervisor. Moreover, we conducted a pilot study to ensure the readiness and 
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understand ability of the questionnaire. Based on the feedback, questionnaire has been improved 
[39].  
 
5.2.2 External Validity 
External validity is the risk regarding the members of the population [41]. In this study, we 
targeted a specific group of respondents who are software personnel working especially related 
to agile software development. The survey link was sent to the various practitioner who is 
working with agile software such as (tester, designer, developer, product owner etc.) and collect 
the appropriate responses to reduce the irrelevant responses. This validity threat allows the 
results more credibility for generalizing [39] 
 
5.2.3 Internal Validity 
Internal validity refers to the threats that appear in phrasing of Survey Questionnaire[61]. This 
validity threat occurs when the respondents feels difficulty or uneasy while answering to the 
Questionnaire. Based on the consideration, Respondents could express their opinions beyond 
prepared options. To avoid this threat  likert scale and objective question was made  to make 
participants feel easy and comfortable.  Since we have used only one sample there might be risk 
of not obtaining all responses on large population who are working at ASD. So, This is might be 
a threat in our research not covering the proper responses for large population. 
 
5.2.4 Conclusion Validity 
Conclusion validity refers in the two contexts to conclude the results such as Trustworthiness 
and Quality.  To mitigate this threat, Close-ended responses were analyzed carefully and the 
results were described by using heat maps as well as Statistical Analysis.  Also, The Open-
ended Responses were analyzed through descriptive statistics and excluded the repeated 
practices. 
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6 DISCUSSIONS 
 
RQ1:  What are the key process areas explored in scientific literature that focuses on 
knowledge management maturity models? 
 
Through Systematic mapping, we identified a few key process areas (People, process and 
technology) on each KMMM. These Key process areas mainly illustrate the key activities to 
accomplish certain maturity levels. For each key process areas of KMMM have clearly stated a 
set of practices for knowledge management but not indicates the right way of inner elements.  
 
Therefore, the key process areas were prioritized and assigned weight. These weights were 
calculated through research articles using the frequency and occurrences. Based on this KPA’s 
are arranged in the below Table 15(from high to low priority). 
 

ID Key process area References Frequency 
1 Technology P3, P6, P7, P9, P10, P12, P13, P14, P15 9 
2 Process P3, P7, P9, P10, P12, P14, P15, P18 8 
3 People P6, P7, P9, P10, P14 5 

Table 15: Frequency of key process areas of KMMM from systematic mapping 
 

The technology process areas appeared in 9 out of 18 articles. These studies explored various 
ways of using technology tools such as intranet, extranet, yellow pages to facilitate knowledge 
management among the practitioners working in an organization. Similarly, from the Table 
15we can see that process related is appeared in 8 papers out of 18, these articles have been 
stated some of the Km practices that characterize process related are mostly such as create, 
acquire, capture, store, maintain and disseminate, best practices etc. In the same way, we can 
see that people related are appeared in 5 papers out of 18. These articles explored  different 
practices such as culture, lesson learned, environment and partnership, staff etc. 
 

 
Figure 9: Practices obtained through Systematic mapping 

 
RQ2. What are the views of practitioners on Knowledge management practices for Agile 
software development? 
 
RQ2 is partially covered by the snowballing literature study. Many articles have illustrated the 
practices of key process areas in Knowledge management maturity model presented in Table 9 
and table 10. In Survey, practitioners graded the importance level of KM practices for ASD. We 
observed the more relevance of KM practices for ASD in the context of Organization such as 
such as Expertise, Lesson learned, Infrastructure, see Table 11. 
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The survey participants have also suggested 5 new practices that could support agile software 
development .These practices were utilized in an organization and were not established in the KMMM 
literature.  Hence, the implement of agile software development depends on the current practices, 
organization and project type.  For each practice are detailed and presented in below.  

.  

 
Figure 10:  Practices obtained through Survey 

 
Regular meetings:  Regular meetings were held between the team members in order to share 
their project progress and identify drawbacks during the project[8]. These meetings will help us 
in the learning process as team members share their success and failures of a project to achieve 
high-quality results. 
 
Review meetings(sprint, demo): The sprint review meeting is held on last day of a sprint to 
examine the Increment and adopt the product backlog if they needed. During the sprint review, 
Development team presents the results to the product owner and accepts the delivered product 
Increment [62].    
 
Training Sessions: Training sessions are able to systematize the way of training content and 
practices were implemented across multiple teams in an organization. The training sessions 
which incorporates the technical skills, leadership and agile practices were obtained and 
upgrade the knowledge of each member in a team [62] 
 
Retrospective meetings: Retrospective meeting is a practice which allows agile teams to 
examine the feedback shared and discuss the ways to improve the future projects [62]. 
 
Stakeholders: An individual, group or organization who may affect, be affected by or perceive 
itself to be affected by a decision, activity or outcome of the project. The stakeholders capture in 
discussions that incorporates project goals and vision, business benefits, costs, schedule, success 
measures, technology assumptions, and rules of engagement [62]. 
 
Wiki: A wiki tool helps a high-level influence on knowledge management because it allows 
opportunities for collaborative knowledge creation between the team members and promotes 
ease of individual learning[62].Hence, the Result of KM practices for ASD could be different in 
participants experience whereas in organization level. Because in Small-scale organization the 
practices will be less utilized when compared to a large-scale organization. Also, we observed 
the Culture and co-ordination difference between team members while working as distributed 
projects. 
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RQ3. What main elements should a knowledge management maturity model have that 
considers knowledge management in ASD? 
 
RQ3 aims to design a knowledge management maturity model for ASD. The model consists: 
Key process area (KPA), Practices and Maturity levels. On the top level of the model, represents 
Knowledge management which act as a cluster and interrelated to KPA. Each key process area 
is divided into a set of practices, described in this section. Hence, we combined the KM 
practices identified in the snowballing literature study with the practices suggested by our 
survey respondents, see Figures9&10.  We have considered the main knowledge management 
elements for constructing a maturity model based on the frequency of responses from 
respondents. The no of responses for each practices can be seen in table 11 and 13 . 
 

 
Figure 11: Illustrates the Knowledge Management Maturity Model for ASD 

 
 
Process of Maturity Levels:  
 
The model provides a roadmap for assessment and improvement of KM activities. The structure 
of  knowledge management maturity model is inspired by the CMM five levels[63].  Many 
researchers from the literature conclude that anyone can apply CMM in which it helps to 
derivate to design any KMMM[63]. CMM has been taken as inspiration such that it helps the 
organization to describe and determine the  process maturity. The purpose is to guide the 
software system organizations to develop progress from ad-hoc and chaotic software system 
process to mature and  disciplined software process. Each level from CMM is considered such 
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that organization need to be placed in an acceptable area from areas point of view. There exist 
five levels in the maturity models such as Initial, Defined, Managed, optimizing and Excellence.  
Each level is described below.  
 
 
Initial (level 1): 
This is the first initial level of the maturity model in which the organization starts their 
knowledge journey. In this level, the process is ad hoc and chaotic. There is no proper 
knowledge transfer, creation, sharing and application, and people have no intention to manage 
their organization knowledge at this level. The aim of this level is to achieve knowledge 
regarding the project, build interest and understand the stakeholder's requirements and look up 
for the ideas that give benefit to the organization from your knowledge. The people in the 
organization are not aware of formal process and technology.  
 
Defined (level 2): 
This level achieves at assuring the KM practices are maintained planned, performed and 
measured according to their documentation plans, on the other hand, the roles and 
responsibilities for particular tasks are well defined and documented. In this level, stakeholders 
are involved and initiate relationship via communication.  The process is shown to the 
stakeholders. 
 
Managed (level 3): 
This level aims to attain basic infrastructure to support Km practices. This level denotes the 
organization is at a defined level which utilizes a process that is defined, understood, and 
documented through procedures, tools, and methods. Compared with the maturity level2 the 
work process is described more rigorously in a detailed way.  
 
Optimizing (level4):    
At this level, the Km practices are well contributed in the organization. Performance is 
established and calculated to ensure the quality. Assessment is dependent on needs/deeds of the 
customer/stakeholder, users, process implementers to support for the future decision making.  
The process of work is identified and then corrected. 
 
Excellence(level5):   
Organization has been got used to implement KM practices and focus on continually improving 
the km practices. These improvements may include utilizing modern technologies, making 
changes in process etc. This level aim at finding the common causes established before levels 
and change the process to improve process performance. There might arise a relationship 
between km and organization goals.  The km concepts and systems are embedded in the 
business process and organizations knowledge.  
 
Model Usage:  
The usage of maturity model is to assess the current level of maturity and identify their ways for 
future improvements. These practices can be utilized by people who are involved in the process 
for better improvement in an organization. For instance, Project manager, Product Manager, 
software developers should be utilized.  
 
Process Area View: 
From the figure 11 we can see key process area(KPA), practices and activities. In which clear 
description is presented below. 
 
Key Process Area: 
From the above figure 11 we can see the key process area represent a bunch of related practices 
used and applied in organizations. There are three main key process area in this model such as 
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people, process, technology .  Each KPA lists one or more goals and indicates set of key 
practices. Each key process area has a unique identity which allows to trace throughout the 
model . Example "People" refers to "PEO", "Process" refers to "PRO" and "Technology" refers 
to "TEC" 
 
 
Practices: 
Each KPA clearly lists one or more goals, and specify a set of related key practices in which 
Implementation of these key practices will be able to achieve the bigger goal of this key 
processes.  Similar to KPA the each practices is also given a unique identifier which is 
composed of the KPA identifier to  which the practices attaches and its abbreviation. "PEO. 
CUL" represents a practices "Culture" which resides under KPA "people" 
 
Activities: 
The last thing in the model is represented by activities, which defines a practices.  By 
implementing the activities of the practices , the organization might be able to improve their 
process and achieve several advantages.   Similar to KPA and practices the each activity is also 
given a unique identifier "a" which is composed of the KPA and practices  example 
"PEO.CUl.a1 " indicates the first activity. Each activity and practices are assigned to each level. 
 
 
People (PEO) 
 

PEO.CUL  Culture 
PEO.CUL.a1   Share the values and beliefs of organization. Level 1 
 Organization has specific culture that values knowledge and learning. It 

incorporates shared values and beliefs etc 
 

PEO.CUL.a2   Plan for open discussion to enhance trust   Level 2 
 Team members plan to have open discussion which leads to gain trust between 

themselves, Trust  is very important aspect when sharing the knowledge 
among themselves 
 

PEO.CUL.a3   Enhance Collaboration Level 3  
 Collaboration can be seen among the team members and as well organization 

facilitates empowerment to the people 
 

PEO.CUL.a4   Discover new possibilities Level 4 
 Improvement can be seen regarding enabling  the employees to explore new 

possibilities, encouraging people to urge questions. Improvement can be seen 
between team members 
 

PEO.CUL.a5   Learning Level 5   
 The organization encourages all  the activates that relates to culture. People see 

the learning and knowledge sharing as organization's strength. Learning can 
happen through interactions and collaborating with team members 
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PEO.TR  Training 
- - Level 1 
 Organization has no training.  

 
- - Level 2  
 Training is provided in a haphazard way without any clearly defined structure 

and motivation 
 

PEO.TR.a1    Initiate regular training to development team   Level 3 
 Regular Training sessions are scheduled, and reviewed knowledge is shared.  

Training the development team to succeed in problem solving, creative 
thinking, team building etc. 

 
PEO.TR.a2     Establish Feedback session Level 4 
 Trainee feedback is taken. The training sessions content is improved.  

 
PEO.TR.a3    Define a motive and structure for session from expertise Level 5   
 Training sessions are held by domain experts. A clear motivation and 

structure are defined for the sessions. They are conducted in such way the 
trainees can gain more knowledge and skills for every session attended. 
 

 
PEO.EXP  Expertise 
PEO.EXP.a1    Staff members Level 1 
 The staff members in the organization are willing to share their 

experience.  
 

PEO.EXP.a2    Define roles and responsibilities Level 2  
 The team members should understand their roles and responsibilities assigned 

to them beyond the expertise. Management is aware of the expertise and 
assign expertise to a development team 
 

PEO.EXP.a3    Establish Monitoring and coaching Level 3 
 The development team does not completely rely on the expertise but uses 

when they needed. With the proper guidance from the expertise the 
development team can acquire advantages through the mentoring and coaching 
 

PEO.EXP.a4    Utilize tools that supports for sharing knowledge Level 4 
 Improvement can be seen in development team regarding learning something 

new. team members utilizes tools to communicate and share knowledge with 
the expertise  Example. wiki tool is used to share their knowledge with one 
another. 
 

PEO.EXP.a5    Establish debates and face to face discussion for problem 
solving 

Level 5  
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 The team members  conducts  face to face discussions on regular basis to share 
their expertise and  to learn from each other. Open and genuine  
debates/discussions  particularly helps in problem solving and making 
decisions 
 

 

PEO.LL Lessons Learned 
- - Level 1 
 There is no identification of knowledge assets. 

 
PEO.LL.a1 Document the essential knowledge Level 2  
 The knowledge essential to perform the task is documented. The team 

members are willing to share the knowledge. 
 

PEO.LL.a2   Define success and failures of the project in document Level 3 
 The success and failures of the project  while performing the tasks are listed 

and documented. 
 

PEO.LL.a3      Re-checking the documents Level 4  
 The failures of project is taken into consideration and certain improvements 

are done based on re-checking the documents. 
 

PEO.LL.a4      Re-use the appropriate document. Level 5 
 The identified knowledge that allows the organization to reuse without the 

need to contact higher authorities. 
 

 

PEO.STK Stakeholders 
- - Level 1 
 There is no stakeholder involved 

 
PEO.STK.a1    Involvement of stakeholder Level 2  
 There rise a relationship between stakeholder and the development team. Here 

the stakeholders role in an organization can be categorized into two parts 1) 
Internal stakeholders 2) External stakeholders. some examples of Internal 
stake holders could be product owner, Devops team management teams etc 
and some examples of external stakeholders could be customers, partners, and 
suppliers etc The stakeholders provides their  requirements. 
 

PEO.STK.a2    Developing communication with stakeholder Level 3 
 Stakeholder management represents the process of identifying, prioritizing, 

and communicating with stakeholders. It is important for the development 
team to involve customer and enhance communication ways to connect with 
them individually to know the needs/deeds of the stakeholders. 
 

PEO.STK.a3    Track change request Level 4 
 The managers tracks the project process by conducting status meetings/regular 

meetings such that managers have the ability to inform the stakeholders and 
ensure that the project is meeting customers' needs/deeds. 
 

PEO.STK.a4    Regular communication Level 5 
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 There is a regular communication between the team and stakeholder, hence 
now the stakeholders can see continual progress and make suggestions and 
develop new improved ideas for the software. 
 

 

 

Process (PRO) 
 

PRO.RM Review meetings 
PRO.RM.a1     No agenda Level 1 
 Organization has conducted the meetings regularly but without any set of 

agenda such as review meetings. 
 

PRO.RM.a2     Obtain feedback regarding the project Level 2  
 Review meetings is conducted at the end of every project to collect feedback 

in while the course of project. 
 

PRO.RM.a3     Involve various perspectives in review meeting Level 3 
 Team members of every team are invited to the review sessions. It shall be 

made mandatory to conduct review meetings towards the end of every 
milestones achieved in the project. 
 

PRO.RM.a4     Enhance brainstorming sessions Level 4 
 Brain storming along with continues discussions among the team members 

will bring out more relevant feedback and lessons learned to be implemented 
in future day to day work. 
 

PRO.RM.a5  Demo presentations within the organizations Level 5 
 Firstly, Demo of the accomplished task is presented and followed by the 

structure meeting. 
 

 

PRO.KM  KM process 
- - Level 1 
 Organization has no formal process to capture, share and reuse the required 

knowledge.  
 

PRO.KM.a1     Define and document the knowledge tasks. Level 2  
 Knowledge indispensable for performing routine task is documented. 

 
PRO.KM.a2     
 

Develop the knowledge process(creating, sharing, applying, 
transfer) 

Level 3 

 Existing KM Process can be easily adopting and managing for the new 
business strategies. 

 
PRO.KM.a3    Enhancing the process of creation, sharing, apply, transfer Level 4 
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 Knowledge Management processes are constantly reviewed and improved 
upon day to day work flow. 
 

PRO.KM.a4     Uses defined Km process( creation, transfer, apply) Level 5 
 The Employees use of common strategy and standardized approaches 

towards KM.  
 

 
 
 
 

PRO.REM Regular meetings 
PRO.REM.a1   Define and maintain meetings without proper knowledge  Level 1 

 Organization conducts meeting without having proper knowledge on the 
process. 
 

PRO.REM.a2   Involvement of various team members in the regular meeting Level 2  

 Meetings are well planned and various roles in the team participate in the 
meeting to discuss about the work process. 
 

PRO.REM.a3   
 

Obtain common key issues of project among involving  
different roles 

Level 3 

 Regular meetings  exists in organizations to share the project progress as well 
their plans and discuss about the drawbacks that are faced by the team during 
the project. 
 

PRO.REM.a4   Asses the progress and update the issues Level 4 
 Existing  meetings help the team to assess their progress and problems of the 

project and hence identify the ways to improve the project in order to produce 
with good quality. 
 

PRO.REM.a5     Improvement to develop product Level 5 
 The organization can be able to see the improvement in developing product , 

involvement of  team members in team discussion, improvement 
communication . hence this helps to find more better ways to improve the 
product 

 

Technology                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                         

TEC.IT   Infrastructure 
- - Level1 
 People do not value the use of Infrastructure 
TEC.IT.a1       Creating a communication plan Level 2  
 Lack of awareness of need to install and manage infrastructure tools.  

 
TEC.IT.a2       Awareness on the IT tools  Level 3 
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 Organization is aware and values the need to manage infrastructure tools. 
The organization recognizes the various tools and software required that 
make me a plan for their Installation. Also, spreads knowledge on how to use 
the tools among the employees. 
 

TEC.IT.a3       Utilizing the IT tools for communication and coordination Level 4 
 The use of these tools is systematically improving the process of 

communication and co-ordination.  Use of km software intranet/extranet and 
groupware. 
 

TEC.IT.a4       Continuous improvement on utilizing various tools Level 5 
 The Employees use of common strategy and standardized approach among 

the various infrastructure tools. Also, there is a continues improvement and 
up gradation of the various tools and software used. 
 

 
 
 
 
Maturity Level View: Levels      ,, Key process area(KPA)    , ,Practices       , Activities 

Level 1 Initial 

ID TITLE LEVEL 
PEO People  

PEO. CUL Culture  
PEO.CUL.a1 Share the values and beliefs of organization 1 

PEO.EXP. Expertise  
PEO.EXP.a1 Staff members 1 

PRO Process  
PRO.RM Review meeting  

PRO.RM.a1 No agenda 1 
PRO.REM Regular meeting  

PRO.REM.a1 Define and maintain meetings without proper knowledge 1 

Level 2 defined 

PEO                   People  
PEO. CUL Culture  

PEO.CUL.a2 Plan for open discussion to enhance trust 2 
PEO.EXP. Expertise  

PEO.EXP.a2 
 

Define roles and responsibilities 
 

2 

PEO.LL Lessons learned  
PEO.LL.a1 Document the essential knowledge 2 
PEO.STK Stakeholder  

PEO.STK.a1 involvement of stakeholder 2 
PRO Process  

PRO.RM Review meeting  
PRO.RM.a2 Obtain feedback regarding the project 2 
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PRO.KM KM process(store, share, create ,apply)  
PRO.KM .a1 Define and document the knowledge tasks. 2 
PRO.REM Review Meeting  

PRO.REm.a2 Involvement of various team members in the regular 
meeting 

2 

TEC Technology  
TEC.IT.a1 Infrastructure  
TEC.IT.a1 Creating a communication plan 2 

Level3 Managed 

PEO                  People  
PEO. CUL Culture  

PEO.CUL.a3 PEO.CUL.a3   Enhance Collaboration 
Ease of empowerment to the people 

3 
3 

PEO.TR Training sessions  
PEO.TR.a1 Initiate regular training to development team 3 
PEO.EXP Expertise  

PEO.EXP.a3 PEO.EXP.a3 Establish Monitoring and coaching 3 
PEO.LL Lessons learned  

PEO.LL.a2 Define success and failures of the project in document 3 
PEO.STK Stakeholder  

PEO.STK.a2 Developing communication with stakeholder 3 
PRO Process  

PRO.RM Review meetings  
PRO.RM.a3 

 
PRO.RM.a3 Involve various perspectives in review meeting 3 

PRO.KM KM process(creating, sharing, applying, transfer)  
PRO.KM  .a2 Develop the knowledge process(creating, sharing, applying, 

transfer) 
3 

PRO.REM Review meeting  
PRO.REM.a3 

 
Obtain common key issues of project among involving  

different roles 
3 

TEC Technology  
TEC.IT Infrastructure  

TEC.IT.a2 Awareness on the IT tools 3 

Level 4 optimizing 

PEO                    People  
PEO. CUL Culture  

PEO.CUL.a4 Discover new possibilities 
 

Organization encourage people to urge questions 

4 
 

4 
PEO.TR Training sessions  

PEO.TR.a2 Establish Feedback session 4 
PEO.EXP Expertise  

PEO.EXP.a4 Utilize tools that supports for sharing knowledge 4 
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PEO.LL Lesson learned  
PEO.LL.a3 Re-check the documents 4 
PEO.STK Stakeholder  

PEO.STK.a3 Track change request 
 

Update progress to stakeholder 

4 
 

4 
PRO Process  

PRO.RM Review meetings  
PRO.RM.a4 Enhance brainstorming 4 

PRO.KM KM Process  
PRO.KM .a3 Enhancing the process of creation, sharing, apply, transfer 4 
PRO.REM Regular meeting  

PRO.REM.a4 Asses the progress and update the issues 4 
TEC Technology  

TEC.IT Infrastructure  
TEC.IT.a3 Utilizing the IT tools for communication and coordination 4 

Level 5 Excellence 

PEO                  People  
PEO. CUL Culture  

PEO.CUL.a5 Continuous Learning 5 
PEO.TR Training sessions  

PEO.TR.a3 
 

Define a motive and structure for session from expertise 5 

PEO.EXP Expertise  
PEO.EXP.a5 

 
Establish debates and face to face discussion for problem 

solving 
5 

PEO.LL Lessons learned  
PEO.LL.a4. 

 
Re-use the appropriate document. 

Lessons learned are well documented 
5 
5 

PEO.STK Stakeholder  
PEO.STK.a4 Established regular communication with stake holder 5 

PRO Process  
PRO.RM Review meetings  

PRO.RM.a5 Demo presentations within the organizations 5 
PRO.KM KM process  

PRO.KM  a4 Utilizes defined Km process( creation, transfer, apply) 
Established Km process between team members 

5 
5 

PRO.REM Regular meeting  
PRO. REM.a5 Improvement to develop product 5 

TEC Technology  
TEC.IT Infrastructure  

TEC.IT.a4 Continuous improvement on utilizing various tools 5 

Table 16: Maturity Level View 
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Figure 12: illustrates the relation between practices for ASD 
 
Figure 12 illustrates the relationship between the identified practices. We can observe that Team 
factor is the main activity for corresponding to all other practices. An agile Team which 
emphasis on Expertise, Technology, Lessons learned, Stakeholders, Training sessions, km 
process etc.  
 
In order to implement the project and deliver a software product to the customer, the agile team 
and stakeholder must be in contact with each other throughout the process via communication to 
share knowledge and to set business priorities etc. The agile team applies the lesson learned to 
avoid mistakes and improves the work progress. Training sessions are given to the team 
members to make sure that people are aware of the ongoing project and to seek information 
regarding the agile practices and technologies that are utilized in the projects. Daily meetings 
and review meetings are held among the team members to acquire knowledge from each other 
and discuss the difficulties of a project. Also, the agile team utilizes technology for better 
communication and coordination among team members and stakeholders. 
 
Apart from these, the agile team encourages the culture in which people can be able to learn 
from each other and collaborate with each other. Hence, this way the team members to gain the 
trust. Moreover, the agile team applies the km process that systemizes the work process in ASD. 
In the end, the agile team delivers the software product to customers (or) stakeholders. Hence, 
knowledge management maturity model which makes more flexible and acquired to any agile 
organization and assess their maturity levels of each practices.   
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

CONCLUSION:  
Nowadays Knowledge management is applied across the world in all organizations. knowledge 
management is at leading in the business strategy of many organizations. Knowledge 
management helps the organizations to improve their ability to execute the process more 
efficiently. The thesis started with the aim to identify the available information regarding 
knowledge management practices and the key process area of Knowledge management maturity 
model.  The study tried to figure out key process area and Km practices in the context of 
research and software industry.  The thesis also focuses on identifying the various KM practices 
used by agile practitioner among different organizations in which it helps the organization 
people to share and manage the knowledge between themselves, along with this a new 
Knowledge management maturity model for agile software development was presented that has 
possibility to help companies to assess their knowledge management and make improvements in 
future. The model provides a way to learn KM and build knowledge management efficiently in 
their organization. 
The data is collected through survey and systematic mapping.  Systematic mapping helped us to 
acquire information regarding the practices and key process area of  knowledge management 
maturity model, while performing the snowballing ,18 references where identified, the literature 
analysis helped to obtain knowledge regarding proposed key process area and practices/factors 
in the literature.  This data provided a way to frame a survey questionnaire. From the systematic 
mapping we can observe that there are no papers related to KMMM for agile software 
development, hence we conducted a survey in order to know how the agile practitioners manage 
knowledge management in their organizations. The results from the survey have produced a list 
of KM practices used by the agile practitioner in the software organizations, and therefore 
survey results were analyzed using descriptive statistics. 
Through systematic mapping, we identified 3 key process area and24 practices that are adopted 
by various organization. Out of all practices, we choose 9 KM practices that have more 
frequency (repeated no of time in literature) and included in the survey questionnaire. We can 
observe that the Km factors/practices like the Lesson learned, Expertise, Culture, Environment, 
and Partnership are most commonly used and applied by the organizations and the remaining 
practices were also being used by them in medium scale. Apart from this through survey 
responses, the Km practices like regular meetings, Review meetings, Sprint demo and 
Groupware/Intranet /Extranet, Training sessions were most commonly used by the agile 
practitioners in their organization. 
However, literature does not indicate on how Knowledge management practices should be 
applied in the industries. Although, we conducted the survey in agile software development to 
ensure knowledge management practices among the practitioners. Therefore, we introduce the 
knowledge management maturity model for ASD. Hence, This maturity model helps to assess 
their knowledge management practices and provides a road map to the organizations for any 
further improvement required in their processes. 
 
FUTURE WORK:  
In this research, we gained the knowledge regarding KM factors/ practices and key process 
areas from the KMMM literature. This thesis can be further extend to: 
 

 Investigate the relative importance of practices in each KPA at various stages of maturity 
levels by interviews or survey.  

 Identify and understand these current practices may improve organizations better in 
future KM development. 
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 Conduct interviews and survey to assess the software organizations level of performances 
regarding km using the current model.  

 Identify additional practices used for sharing / managing knowledge in software 
organizations working with agile software development by extending survey or by 
conducting interviews 
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8 APPENDIX  
 

8.1 GOOGLE SCHOLAR RESULTS 
 

 
Figure 12: Google Scholar results 

 

8.2 SNOWBALLING ITERATIONS 
 

D- Duplicate 
IA- Included after reading Abstract 
IF- Included after reading full text 
N- Based on the name of the article 
NIE: Not in English 
EA- Excluded after reading  abstract 
EF- Excluded after reading full text 
NO: No access available 
 

 
Papers 

Number of 
References and 

Citations 

 
Excluded Papers 

 
Included Papers 

P1  
BS:18 
FS:12 

BS FS BS FS 
N:2 
EA:3 
EF:3 
NO:2 

N:2 
EA:2 
EF:3 
NIE:4 
 

N: 2 
IA:4 
IF:2 

IA:1 

P2 BS:20 
FS:24 
 

D:7 
N:2 
EA:3 
EF:2 
NO:3 

N:8 
EA:9 
EF:3 
NIE:2 
 

IA:2 
IF:1 

IA:2 
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P3 BS:86 
FS:11 

D:6 
N:36 
EA:23 
EF:15 
NO:5 
NIE:6 

N:2 
EA:5 
EF:2 
NIE:2 
 

- - 

P4 BS:22 
FS:7 

D:3 
N:7 
EA:7 
EF:3 
NO:2 

N:5 
EA:1 
NIE:1 

  

P5 BS:18 
FS:1 

D:3 
N:4 
EA:6 
EF:3 
NIE:2 

D:1   

P6 BS:28 
FS:11 

D:1 
N:8 
EA:11 
EF:8 

D:4 
N:3 
EA:4 
 

  

P7 BS:41 
FS:3 

D:7 
N:8 
EA:12 
EF:9 
NO:3 
NIE:1 

 
D:1 
EA:2 
 

  

P8 BS:12 
FS:0 

D:3 
N:4 
EA:5 

-   

P9 BS:24 
FS:22 

D:12 
N:4 
EA:8 

D:2 
N:8 
EA:12 

  

P10 BS:0 
FS:66 

- D:3 
N:22 
EA:32 
EF:5 
NIE:3 

  

P11 BS:28 
FS: 32 

D:4 
N:12 
EA:12 

   

P12 BS:26 
FS:16 

D:3 
N:9 
EA:8 
EF:3 
NIE:3 

D:3 
N:6 
EA:6 
EF:1 
 

  

P13 BS:30 
FS:37 

D:4 
N:8 
EA:12 
EF:5 
NO:1 

N:20 
EA:17 
 

  

P14 BS:16 
FS: 89 

D:6 
N:4 
EA:6 

N:89   

P15 BS:64 D:7   IA:1 
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FS:57 N:12 
EA:28 
EF:10 
NO:2 
NIE:5 

N:47 
EA:9 
 

P16 BS:31 
FS:77 

D:16 
N:8 
EA:12 
EF:5 
NO:1 

N:60 
NIE:1 
EA:9 
EF:6 
 

 IA:1 

P17 BS:43 
FS:1 

D:7 
N:12 
EA:15 
EF:5 
NIE:4 
NO:2 

N:1   

P18 BS:52 
FS:1 

D:3 
N:20 
EA:29 

N:1   

Table 17: Snowballing Iterations Results 
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8.3 SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 
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